Hatfield and Company is a distributor and manufacturer’s representative of leading technical products and solutions that help our customers improve efficiency and quality, and save money. We specialize in solutions for filtration, instrumentation, valves, safety, and other piping related products. We consider our customers to be our partners and we are committed to being fair, ethical, and honest... every time.

Hatfield and Company currently has Sales Offices located throughout the United States in Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas. We also service and provide technical products and solutions for customers in Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennessee.

OTHER PRODUCTS
Steam Condensate Pumps
D/P Gauges & Flow Meters
Safety Relief Valves
Temporary/Start-Up Strainers, Replacement Baskets & Screens
Anti Sealants & Degreasers
Pitot Tubes, Venturis, Orifice Plates, Meter Runs
Mueller Simplex, Duplex & Y-Strainers
DFT Silent Check Valves
Safety Showers & Eyewashes
Bimetal Thermometers & Thermowells

VALUE ADDED SERVICES
Consigned Stock
Steam Trap Surveys
EDI
Lease/Purchase Options
Rental Filters, Cartridges & Bags
Calibration & Start Up Assistance
Major Credit Cards Accepted

HATFIELD AND COMPANY
Measurement & Instrumentation Products
Magnetrol/Orion*
- Extreme level, Flow & Switch technologies
- Simple & dual shell Liquids, solids
- Smart, user friendly digital monitors
- Guided Flow Meter, Contactless Contact Ultrasonic
- Diaphragm, Float/Level/Level, Magnetrol
- Thermal Mass flow meters
- Magnetic, Side Level Indicators, Cages, Engineered Solutions
- Custom Scale available.

BOSSPAC
- Chromalox/Pressure/Temperature
- Wireless & video monitoring system
- Magnet or fixed mounting
- Permanent, Portable & Satellite systems

Heaters & Controls
- Chromalox Heat Trace, Switches from vacuum to 3000 PSI WP, N4-N7&9
- Switches & Transmitters
- Barksdale Pressure/Temperature
- Solid State, Bulb & Capillary, Bi-Metallic
- Transducers from 0-10,000 PSI, N4-N7&9
- Piston, Diaphragm or Bourdon Tube models

Custom Scales available

Fossil/Aquarian Level Controls for Steam Boilers & Drums
- High Pressure Steam Levels
- Reactor 3300psi @ 1200 F
- 2 year warranty
- LED Illuminator (No Light bulb to change)
- Bellows Spring Heaters (No Re- Calibration)
- Two class of premium V-1 quality clay pipe seals to protect the pressure tempered & ground at minimum glass

Barksdale Pressure/Temperature Switches & Transmitters
- Switches from vacuum (0-0.5) PSI, 316 LN, 316 SS: Poly, Diaphragm or Boxed Tube models
- Temperature: 0-2000, 000 F, 5551
- D5 or 1-10 PSI, or 4-20mA outputs
- Solid State, Ball & Cylinders, Bishop

ITT Neo-Dyn
- Repeatability Switches
- Bellows Diaphragm Technology
- Snap acting, repeatable, reliable
- Low pressure, High pressure, Vacuum
- Field adjustable & Factory set

Reotemp Temperature & Pressure Products
- Thermal Resistors
- Pressure Gauges
- a/w/4% dual faces
- Dry or Barrels
- Diaphragm seal
- Thermofoil & RTDs
- Dual Mode Thermometers
- Custom logos available

Pathway Control Products
- Electric level control switches
- Pneumatic level control
- Manual operation microswitch, field testing
- Flow switches for electric or pneumatic applications
- Mechanical or vertical control calibrations
- 5/3 SS construction for corrosion resistance
- No internal seal on most models to eliminate process fluid leakage
- Flow moving parts for reduced maintenance

Sensidyne Gas Detection
- 2 or 3 wire monitored transmitters, NEMA 4, 7 & 9
- Catalytic, Bead, Electromagnetic & IR sensor technologies
- Hi-temp sensor in stainless steel
- 0-10 or 4-20mA output, NEMA 4, 7 & 9 Enclosure

Flow Technology Inc.
- Magnetic, Ultrasonic, FD/CD flow meters
- Industrial-Oil/Gas & Chemical
- Proportion, Flow & Beamer
- Custom calibration/FID Flow Lab

Tescom
- Regulators & Valves
- Pressure Reducing
- Relief/Backpressure
- Electro Pneumatic Controllers/Motors

Greyline
- Ultrasonic meters: Clean liquids
- Doppler meters: Dirty liquids
- Cams or, Barrels or Alumina
- Metal or Plastic pipe
- Easy set up & Installation
- Gas Samplers

Thermal Instruments
- Gas Samplers
- IR sensor technologies
- NEMA 4, 7 & 9 Enclosure

Micro Sensor
- General, diaphragm & CR pressure
- 0-10mA or 4-20mA
- Key pad and PC programmable
- Explosion proof

Pressure Products
- Genie® Regulators –
- Genie® Probes –
- Membrane Separators
- Micro Sensor
- Catalytic bead
- Membrane & Direct Drive
- Genie® Regulators –
- Proflow & Pressure

A+* Micro Sensors
- Catalytic bead
- Pressure
- 0-10 or 4-20mA
- Easy set up & Installation

Magnetic/Level Transmitter
- Magnetic, Probe & Pressure
- 0-10 or 4-20mA
- Easy set up & Installation

Sensidyne Gas Detection
- 0-10 or 4-20mA output

Micro Sensor
- General, diaphragm & CR pressure
- 0-10mA or 4-20mA
- Easy set up & Installation
- Explosion proof

Pathway Control Products
- Electric level control switches
- Pneumatic level control
- Manual operation microswitch, field testing
- Flow switches for electric or pneumatic applications
- Mechanical or vertical control calibrations
- 5/3 SS construction for corrosion resistance
- No internal seal on most models to eliminate process fluid leakage
- Flow moving parts for reduced maintenance

Magnetrol/Orion*
- Extreme level, Flow & Switch technologies
- Simple & dual shell Liquids, solids
- Smart, user friendly digital monitors
- Guided Flow Meter, Contactless Contact Ultrasonic
- Diaphragm, Float/Level/Level, Magnetrol
- Thermal Mass flow meters
- Magnetic, Side Level Indicators, Cages, Engineered Solutions
- Custom Scale available.
Magnetrol/Orion®
- Expansion level, flow & Switch technologies
- Single & dual shell liquid & solids
- Smart, user friendly digital transmitter
- Guided, Wave Rider, Contactless Ultrasonic
- Displacer, Float level/switches, Magnetic float
- Thermal mass flow meters
- Magnetic, Valve Level Indicators, Cages, Engineered Solutions
- Custom Scales available.

BOSSPAC
- Chromalox Pressure/temperature
- Wireless & veed monitoring system
- Magnets or fixed mounting
- Permanent, Portable & Satellite systems

Heaters & Controls
- Chromalox Heat Trace,
- Switches from vacuum to 3000 PSI WP, N4-N7&9
- Switches & Transmitters
- Barksdale Pressure/Temperature
- Solid State, Bulb & Capillary, Bi-Metallic
- Transducers from 0-10,000 PSI, N4-N7&9
- 0-5 or 1-10 VDC or 4-20mA outputs
- Piston, Diaphragm or Bourdon Tube models
- Custom Scales available

Engineered Solutions
- Magnetic Site Level Indicators, Cages,
- Thermal Mass Flow Meters
- Guided Wave Radar, Contactless Ultrasonic
- Smart, user friendly digital transmitters
- 2 or 16 channel controllers, visual & audible communication 4-20mA/RS-485 Modbus RTU input, NEMA 4X

Heat Trace, Heaters & Controls
- Solid Regulating heat trace cable
- Constant Voltage heat trace cable
- Mixed Insulated heat trace cable
- Heaters, Cartridges, Immersion, Circulation & packaged systems
- Accessories & controls

ITT Neo-Dyn
- Switching from vacuum to 300-1000 PSI, 014A-2703
- Pressure, Diaphragm or Bourdon Tube models
- Temperature: -150°C to 700°F, 014A-2703
- 1 or 10 KSI, ±2% or ±10% output
- Solid State, Ball or Capsule, Bimetallic

Pathway Control Products
- Field adjustable & Factory set
- Low pressure, High pressure, Vacuum
- Snap acting, Repeatable, Reliable
- Belleville Disk Technology
- Pressure & Temperature switches

FOSSIL/AQUARIAN LEVEL CONTROLS FOR STEAM BOILERS & DRUMS
- High Pressure Steam Boilers
- Reactor 3300psi @ 1500 F
- 2 year warranty
- LED Illuminator (No Light bells to change)
- Belleville Spring Heaters
- Gasket loading (No Re-Torquing)
- Two disks of premium V-1 quality clear ruby mica to protect the precision gasket loading (No Re-Torquing)
- 2 or 3 year warranty

Metters/Toledo®
- Process Analysis Measurement Solutions
- Sensors/Transmitters/Measurement systems
- Gas Analyzers
- Check-Weight Gages, Conductivity
- pH, Chlorine, COD
- TCO/BODs/k, Turbulance

Barksdale Pressure/temperature
- Switch from vacuum to 300-1000 PSI, 014A-2703
- Pressure, Diaphragm or Bourdon Tube models
- Temperature: -150°C to 700°F, 014A-2703
- 1 or 10 KSI, ±2% or ±10% output
- Solid State, Ball or Capsule, Bimetallic

Sensidyne Gas Detection
- 2 or 3 wire oriented transmitters, NOSA 4, 7 & 9
- Catalytic, Electrochemical & IR sensor technologies
- Pneumatic input in Gasketed area
- 0-10 channel controllers, visual & audible communication 4-20mA/RS-485 Modbus RTU input, NEMA 4X

Flow Technology Inc.
- Magnetic, Solenoid, FCO CO2 flow meters
- Industrial-02/03/04 Gas & Chemical
- Regulator, Meter & Accessories
- Custom calibration/FO7 Flow Lab

Phytemix®
- Moisture/Clear Point Measurement
- Dienes of the art High technology
- Hand Held, Bench top, Field & Samplers
- Quick Calibrations for any manufacturers

FitMaster®
- Smart, user friendly digital transmitter
- 2 or 16 channel controllers, visual & audible communication 4-20mA/RS-485 Modbus RTU input, NEMA 4X

Tescom
- Regulators & Valves
- Pressure-Reducing
- Relief/Stack pressure
- Electro-pneumatic/Controller/Motors

Thermal Instruments
- Pneumatic input in Gasketed area
- 0-10 channel controllers, visual & audible communication 4-20mA/RS-485 Modbus RTU input, NEMA 4X

Micro Sensor
- Compact, discreet & CPI pressure
- Zero Drift
- Pole, key set & PC programmable
- Explosion proof

Greyline
- Ultrasonic meters - Clean liquids
- Doppler meters - Dirty liquids
- Pump-out, Rotameter or Alumeter
- Metal or Plastic pipes
- Easy set up & installation
- Hand held
- Zero Drift
- Gas samplers

Thermal technology
- Pneumatic input in Gasketed area
- 0-10 channel controllers, visual & audible communication 4-20mA/RS-485 Modbus RTU input, NEMA 4X

Micro Sensor
- Compact, discreet & CPI pressure
- Zero Drift
- Pole, key set & PC programmable
- Explosion proof
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BRANCH OFFICES

Amarillo
806.358.7686
806.358.0890 fax
800.400.4282

Austin
512.918.9663
512.918.9669 fax
800.879.9191

Beaumont
409.866.6467
409.866.3514 fax
800.584.6021

Chicago
708.352.5732
708.352.6389 fax
888.334.2202

Clute
979.265.9327
979.265.0957 fax
800.445.5744

Corpus Christi
361.853.5200
361.853.9090 fax
800.490.4963

Dallas (Rockwall)
972.285.0115
972.722.0112 fax
800.879.9191

Gonzales
225.644.1331
225.647.1332 fax
888.467.2612

Houston
281.893.8870
281.893.9247 fax
800.893.3163

Longview
903.291.0232
903.261.0316 fax
800.755.9445

New Orleans
504.469.6432
504.468.9474 fax
800.999.5788

Odessa
432.337.4737
432.333.9939 fax
800.400.4282

Oklahoma City
405.621.5891
405.621.5884 fax
888.298.3152

Tulsa
918.838.9987
918.838.1989 fax
888.388.7724
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Hatfield and Company is a distributor and manufacturer’s representative of leading technical products and solutions that help our customers improve efficiency and quality, and save money. We specialize in solutions for filtration, instrumentation, valves, safety, and other piping related products. We consider our customers to be our partners and we are committed to being fair, ethical, and honest... every time.

Hatfield and Company currently has Sales Offices located throughout the United States in Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, (Alabama, and Texas). We also service and provide technical products and solutions for customers in Alabama, Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, and Tennessee.